






Characteristics of psychological competitive ability










































































































FGH SD FGH SD
ijkl 169.5 20.06 146.0 26.71 23.5 2.50
f` 61.8 7.81 53.4 14.56 8.4 1.79ZN.S[
XY~- 40.8 6.90 38.7 11.12 2.1 0.57ZN.S[
 24.3 5.47 18.6 5.67 5.7 2.63
 24.8 5.44 18.9 5.15 5.9 2.84
















%&' SD %&' SD
)* 13.9 2.39 12.3 3.77 1.6 1.29 N.S"
+, 16.3 2.53 13.0 4.80 3.3 2.16-
./0123 16.8 2.09 14.8 4.04 2.0 1.52 N.S"
4523 14.8 3.17 13.3 3.41 1.5 1.13 N.S"
./6789:; 13.8 2.89 12.6 3.25 1.2 0.98 N.S"
<=>? 12.0 3.52 11.9 5.09 0.1 0.04 N.S"
@A 15.0 2.37 14.1 3.63 0.9 0.70 N.S"
.B 12.1 3.06 8.8 2.97 3.3 2.79--
CD 12.3 2.67 9.8 2.83 2.5 2.27-
EF 12.7 2.90 9.6 3.03 3.1 2.65-
GD 12.2 3.10 9.4 2.31 2.8 2.65-
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¹Æ8eÇ ÀÁÂ-y t Â
ÀÁÂ SD ÀÁÂ SD
´6¦ 153.5 28.44 158.4 20.23 4.9 0.42ÆN.SÇ
ABxÑ 54.6 10.59 61.4 6.89 6.8 1.60ÆN.SÇ
LM-NOPQR 38.9 12.56 39.3 4.50 0.4 0.07ÆN.SÇ
TU 21.5 6.49 19.1 5.91 2.4 0.83ÆN.SÇ
VWCD 21.6 8.06 20.5 7.56 1.1 0.30ÆN.SÇ
Ò« 16.9 3.34 18.1 2.47 1.2 0.87ÆN.SÇ
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